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Abstract

Rudin's synthesis method for investigating closed subalgebras of Z'(G), where G is an infinite
compact abelian group, is extended to the study of closed subalgebras in homogeneous Banach
algebras and Segal algebras. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for the synthesis to
hold in certain classes of homogeneous Banach algebras and it is proved that in the A (G) algebras
the synthesis holds for 1 ^ / i ^ 2 but fails for AP(T), 2 < p < oo.

1. Introduction

Rudin (1962; Chapter 9) started to investigate the structure theorems for the
closed subalgebras of l}(G) by the synthesis method: let A be a closed subalgebra
of L\G) where G is an infinite compact abelian group with character group F
and define fiRy2 by /(Vi) = }{ji) for all feA. Then R forms an equivalence
relation on F , which induces the equivalence classes (Ax), say. We follow Kahane
in calling each such Ax a Rudin class of A. By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma,
all Rudin classes Ax will be finite sets, with one possible exception, Ao> say, where
/(y) = 0 for all / eA and ye Ao. Rudin asked if every closed subalgebra A of
L}(G) could be synthsised from its Rudin classes. It is possible to generalize
Rudin's synthesis method to a more general setting, where l}(G) is replaced
by a homogeneous Banach algebra, which is a group algebra admitting a trans-
lation invariant norm, such as the algebras U(G), Ck(T) and AP(G). (See Wang,
1972)). A natural conjecture is that every closed subalgebra A of a homogeneous
Banach algebra B(G) is fully determined by its Rudin classes. When B(G) = J}(T),
and LP(T), 1 < p < 2 the conjecture is known to be false by examples due to
Kahane (1965) and Rider (1969), respectively. When B(G) = L2(T), the con-
jecture is shown to be true by Edwards (1967; page 15).

For convenience, if B(G) is a homogeneous Banach algebra, then we say
the ^-synthesis holds for B(G) if every closed subalgebra A of B(G) is fully deter-
mined by its Rudin classes. Otherwise the .R-synthesis fails for B(G). With this
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terminology, the jR-synthesis holds for L2(T), but fails for LP(T), 1 ^ p < 2
In the present article, we prove that in the ,4p-algebras, the i?-synthesis holds for
1 ^ p ^ 2, but fails for 2 < p < oo. Furthermore, we develop the synthesis
theory for arbitrary homogeneous Banach algebras. In particular, we give neces-
sary and sufficient conditions for the fl-synthesis to hold in some classes of homo-
geneous Banach algebras.

2. Closed Subalgebras of Homogeneous Banach Algebras

We begin with some definitions.

2.1. DEFINITION. Let G be an infinite compact abelian group with character
group F . A subalgebra B(G) of I}(G) is called a homogeneous Banach algebra
on G if B{G) is itself a Banach algebra under some norm || |JB ̂  || ||Li and
satisfies the following properties:

(i) / / feB(G), aeG then LjeB{G) and \Lj\B=\f\B, where
LJ(x)=fAx)=f(x-a).

(ii) For each fin B(G), x -» Lxf is a continuous map of G into (B(G), || | |B).
A homogeneous Banach algebra B(G) is called a Segal algebra if B(G)

is dense in {L\G\ \\ | | L , ) .
Applying the vector-valued integral, Reiter (1968; page 128) proved that a

homogeneous Banach algebra B{G) is a Banach L^GJ-module (hence an ideal
in Ll(G)) under the convolution * in which the following equality holds.

/ * 9 = ! f(x)gjx for fe L\G), g e B{G).

Making use of Hewitt-Curtis-Figa-Talamanca Factorization Theorem, (see Hewitt
and Ross (1970; page 268)), we have

L\G) * B(G) = B(G).

Moreover, if (/£>.) is a bounded approximate identity in L\G) with compactly
supported Fourier transforms, then

Kx*f->f (feB{G))

in the B(G)-norm. (see Hewitt and Ross (1970; page 273)). For each k, if
Kx = £ "=! cfli, where cf are complex numbers and yt e F, then let K[ = Z "'= t c,7,-
where Z T=t IS the sum of all c^ , i = 1,2, •••, n in which yt are outside the zero
set Z(B(G)) of B(G). By the Localization Lemma (see Reiter (1968; pages 19-20)),
K[eB(G). We conclude that

\\Kl*f-f\\B= | X * / - / | B

-•• 0 as A -* co .
Consequently,
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2.2. THEOREM. A homogeneous Banach algebra B(G) admits a possibly
unbounded approximate identity.

For the reader's convenience, we describe briefly the spectral synthesis theory
of closed ideals in a homogeneous Banach algebra B(G), where G will denote
an infinite compact abelian group with character group F . We say that the spectral
synthesis holds for B{G) if one of the following equivalent statements is satisfied:

(i) If / and J are two closed ideals in B(G) with Z(/) = Z(J), then I = J.
(ii) If / is a closed ideal in B(G), and / is a function in B(G) such that

t h e n / e / .

Where
0for all/e/},

Recall that the algebra I}(G) satisfies the two equivalent conditions. In other
words, the spectral synthesis holds for ti{G). Moreover,

2.3. THEOREM. The spectral synthesis holds for any homogeneous Banach
algebra on a compact abelian group G.

PROOF. Let B(G) be a homogeneous Banach algebra and / a closed ideal
in B(G). We claim that if y e F and y $ Z(l), then yel. In fact, y £ Z(I) implies
there is g el such that g(y)^0. Recall that g * y = g(y)y.Thus y = l/g(y)g*y eB(G)
since geB(G) and yeLl(G). Therefore g*yel, yel. Suppose feB(G) such
that Z(/) cz Z(f). By Theorem 2.2, B{G) admits an approximate identity with
compactly supported Fourier transforms. Consequently, for e > 0 , take
g = 2 J = 1 C , 7 J , where ct are complex numbers and ̂ e F such that

\\g*f-f\\B<e.
Since

n

g*f= I cJXyfoi,

and since/(}>;) # 0 implies ytel, we have g *fel. We conclude t h a t / e / .

2.4. REMARK. Let B{G) be a homogeneous Banach algebra and / a closed
ideal in B(G). The preceding proof tells us that if y $ Z(l), then yel. Consequently,
if y1 z£ y2 with y1,y2<fcZ(I), then taking/= ylt it can be seen that there exists
fe I such that /(yj # f(y2) • Thus, if R is an equivalence relation on F defined
by yiRy2 if /(7i) = JXyi) for all fel, each equivalence class Ak other than
Ao = Z(I) is a singleton. Therefore the spectral synthesis hold for B{G) if and
only if, for every closed ideal /, and for feB(G) with Z(/) c: Z(/), / can be
approximated in the B(G)-norm by the trigonometric polynomials P in I such
that P is constant on each Aa> a. ^ 0.
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Similarly, for any not necessarily closed subalgebra A of a homogeneous 
Banach algebra B(G), write y1Ry2 if / ( V i ) = / ( y 2 ) f ° r f^A- The relation R is an 
equivalence relation on T, induced by A. One distinguished equivalence class 
is A 0 = Z(A); A 0 may be infinite. The other equivalence classes, denoted by 
(A x ) , where X runs through a suitable index set A , must be finite, since / e C 0 (T) 
for feA and T is discrete. We follow Kahane (1965) in calling each such 
Ax (X = 0 or not) a Rudin class of A. It is possible to carry the synthesis theory 
of closed ideals over to the closed subalgebras. This assertion will follow from 
the following theorem. 

2.5. THEOREM. Let B(G) be a homogeneous Banach algebra and A a closed 
subalgebra of B(G). Suppose (AJ is the set of Rudin classes induced by A, 
and Pk, for each X # 0 , is a trigonometric polynomial such that Px = XA^_> 
the characteristic function of Ax, then it follows that P^eA. 

For the proof refer to Edwards (1967; page 12). 

Suppose that B(G) is a homogeneous Banach algebra and that A is a 
subalgebra of B(G) which induces the Rudin classes A A . Let P(A) denote 
the subalgebra generated by the trigonometric polynomials i \ such that 
A = &u> X j= 0. (Hence P(B(G)) consists of all trigonometric polynomials in 
B(G)) and let AB{G) denote the closed subalgebra of all / in B(G) such that 
/ ( A 0 ) = 0 , and / is constant on each Ax, X # 0 . Then P(A)B and AB(G) 

induce the same Rudin classes Ax) and, if At is any closed subalgebra of B(G) 
which induces (A^, then P(A)B <= At c AB(G). Furthermore, both A and AB evi
dently induce the same Rudin classes and therefore P(A)=P(AB) and AB<-G)=(AB)B(G) 

2.6. DEFINITIONS. Let B(G) be a homogeneous Banach algebra and A a 
closed subalgebra of B(G). A is called an R-subalgebra if pjA)B= A = AB{G). 

We say that the /^-synthesis holds for B(G) if every closed subalgebra of 
B(G) is an .R-subalgebra. Otherwise, the .R-synthesis fails for B(G). 

Kahane (1965) proved that the R-synthesis fails for L\T) and, Rider (1969) 
proved that the R-synthesis fails for LP(T), 1 < p < 2. As a matter of fact, Rider 
proved: 

2.7. THEOREM. There is a closed subalgebra A of L}(T) and a function 
J in L\T) such that 

(0 fen1Sp<2U(T). 
( i i ) / e ^ L ' ( T ) but fiP{Af\ 

The .R-synthesis for many other homogeneous Banach algebras will be 
investigated. Recall that the AP(G) algebra (1 ^ p < oo) is a group algebra 
which consists of all / in Ll(G) with / in LP(T). 

2.8. THEOREM. The R-synthesis holds for A"(T), 1 ^ p ^ 2 , but fails for 
AP(T), 2<p< oo. 
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PROOF, (i) 1 ^ p ^ 2 .

Let D be a closed subalgebra of A"(T) which induces the Rudin classes
(Ax), and feAp(T) such that /(Ao) = 0, /(Ax) = zx ^ 0 for X # 0. Suppose
that the cardinality of Ax is nx, A # 0. We conclude that

Consequently, there exists, for E > 0, a finite set Fo of indices such that
( £ p^f «p | Zp |p) < (e/2)p whenever F is a finite set of indices with F ZD FO .

Let Pp, P ^ 0, be the trigonometric polynomial such that Pp = x4/j, and
let g = f— LP e FZpPp. Then, since 1 ^ p ^ 2 , by the Hausdorff-Young
theorem,

*• ^ U 0 l k « | - + - =

But

so

• lU^llgL

= l( 2 |/(n) -
\nez |

= 2( S «Pizp|")
1/P

< e.
Or,

1/-
Since e is arbitrary and £ p 6 F zpFp e P(D)Ap,fe P(D)Ap. The K-synthesis therefore
holds for ^ P (T) , 1 g p ^ 2 .

(ii) 2 < p < oo .

Let q = pj(p-l). By Theorem 2.7, there is a closed subalgebra E of L](T)
and an element / of Lq(T) such that feEh> but / ^ P ( £ ) L ' . By the Hausdorff-
Young theorem, feA"(T), and clearly/£ P^) ' 4 " . However, AP(T), being a Segal
algebra, contains P(£) and so P(£)XPand ELl r\ AP(T) are distinct closed sub-
algebras of A"(T) inducing the same Rudin classes. This proves part (ii).

An adaptation of the proof of Theorem 2.8. (i) gives the following more
general result.

2.9. THEOREM. The R-synthesis holds for A"(G), 1 g p <; 2.
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We try to derive some conditions under which the .R-synthesis holds for a
homogeneous Banach algebra.

2.10. THEOREM. Let B(G) and D(G) be two homogeneous Banach algebras
with B(G)<=D(G) and A an R-subalgebra of B(G). Then A = ADC\B(G). In
particular, I = ILlC\B(G) for any closed ideal I in B(G).

PROOF. Since there is a constant k > 0 such that | ||B ^ fc|| ||B, J (~\B(G)
is a closed subalgebra of B(G) whenever J is a closed subalgebra of D(G). In
particular, AD n B{G) is a closed subalgebra of B(G). Furthermore, plainly,

f(y)=f(P) for feADnB(G)

"*> S(T) = g{P) for g € A.

We conclude that both AD n B(G) and A induce the same Rudin classes. Thus
A = ADn B(G).

Finally, for any closed ideal / in B{G), I = IL C\ B(G), since, by Theorem
2.3, / is an .R-subalgebra.

2.11. THEOREM. Let B(G) and D(G) be two homogeneous Banach algebras
with B(G) <= D(G), and suppose that the R-synthesis holds for D(G). Then the
R-synthesis holds for B(G) if and only if A = ADC\B{G) for any closed sub-
algebra A of B(G).

PROOF. The only-if part follows from Theorem 2.10. Suppose A = AD C\ B(G)
for any closed subalgebra A of B(G). Let A be a closed subalgebra of B(G) in-
ducing the Rudin classes (Ax). Then, plainly, we have the following equalities:

AB = {feB(G):f(A0) = 0,/(A,) = constant, A # 0}

= {/eD(G):/(A0) = 0, /(AJ = constant, X # 0} nB(G)

= P(A)D n B(G) since the i?-synthesis holds for D(G)

= WDr\B, where W= P p ) B

= P{A)B by the hypothesis.

This asserts that A is an .R-subalgebra and the theorem then follows.

The .R-synthesis for special homogeneous Banach algebras will be investi-
gated. For any set Q. in F, let

Ll
n(G) = {/eL'(G): /(y) = 0 for yfQ}.

Then (L^G), | ||Li) forms a homogeneous Banach algebra.

2.12. THEOREM. If A is not an R-subalgebra of Ll(T), and if Q, is the com-
plement of the zero set of A, then the R-synthesis fails for the homogeneous
Banach algebra ^
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PROOF. P(A)L1 and AL>m are closed subalgebras of L« which induce the same

Rudin classes but P(AJL> ^ AL'{T).

It is interesting to note that as a homogeneous Banach algebra, l}n may

lack the .R-synthesis property, while, as a subalgebra, LQ is a R-subalgebra of

!}{T) since it is a closed ideal in Ll(T) (see Thesrem 2.3). A set A in T is a Ap-set,

1 <; p < oo , if for every / in Ll(G) such that f(y) = 0 for y i A, then fe L"(G)

(see Hewitt and Ross (1970; page 420)).

2.13. THEOREM. Let Abe a Ap-set in T,2^p<oo. Then the R-synthesis
holds for the homogeneous Banach algebra L\.

PROOF. Since L2(T) = A2(T), the K-synthesis holds for L2(T) by Theorem
2.8. We begin with the remark that if A is a Ap-set, then L\ <=. L2(T), and there
is a constant C such that

for feL\. Suppose that A is a closed subalgebra of L\, then P(A)L\ A, and
AL'(T) induce the same Rudin classes. But, using (*), P(A)Li = P(A)L* and

Avm = ALHT)_ W e c o n c l u d e t h a t pjA)Li and AL*(T) are two closed subalgebras
of L2(T) which induce the same Rudin classes. Hence T(A)° = ALHT),
or A is a R-subalgebra.

3. Closed Subalgebras of Segal Algebras.

We now characterize some Segal algebras in which the R-synthesis holds,
beginning with a couple of interesting theorems.

3.1. THEOREM. Let R(G) and S(G) be two Segal algebras with R(G) c S(G).
Suppose that the R-synthesis holds for both R(G) abd S(G). Then A -> As is
a 1-1 correspondence between the family of all closed subalgebras of R(G) and
that of S(G). More precisely,

(i) For any two closed subalgebras Jt and J2 of S(G), if J t C\R(G) =
J2 nR(G) then Jx = J2,

(ii) For any two closed subalgebras Av and A2 of R{G) if At
s = A2

S, then
A1 = A2,

(iii) For any closed subalgebra J of S(G), we have J = J C\R(G)S.

PROOF, (i) Let Jx and J2 be two closed subalgebras of S(G) with
JtnRiG) = J2nR(G). Then, P ( J J <= R(G) (see Reiter (1968, page 128)).
Consequently,

cj^n R(G)
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Or,

= J2r\R(G)s<= T2
S

= Ji-

Similarly it can be shown that J2 c Jt. Hence Jx = J2 •

(ii) It suffices to show that A = As n R(G), for any closed subalgebra A
of R(G). However, this assertion follows from Theorem 2.10.

(iii) Suppose that J is a closed subalgebra of S(G). Then J O R(G) is a closed
subalgebra of R(G). By the proof in (ii),

jnR(G) = J n R(G)S n R(G).

Applying (i), we get

J = J nR(G)s.

Combining (i), (ii) and (lii), it is easy to see that A -+AS is 1-1 map of
the family of all closed subalgebras of R(G) onto that of S(G).

3.2. THEOREM. Let R(G) and S(G) be two Segal algebras with R(G) <= S(G).
Suppose that the R-synthesis holds for R(G). Then the R-synethsis holds for
S(G) if and only if J = J n R(G)S for any closed subalgebra J of S(G).

PROOF. Suppose that the .R-synthesis holds for S(G), then, by Theorem 3.1 (iii),
J = J n R(G)S for any closed subalgebra J of S(G). On the other hand, suppose
J = J n R(G)S for any closed subalgebra J of S(G). Then we claim that P(J) =
P(J n R(G)). In fact, if y, jg e F with/(y) = J(fi) fo r /e J, then, plainly, g(y) = g(P)
for geJnR(G). Conversely, let y.fteT with g(y) = g(fi) for geJC\R(G).
Suppose / e J . Since J = J C\R(G)S, there is a sequence (gn) in J r>R(G) with
gn -> / in the S-norm and so with £„ -• / uniformly. Consequently, /(y) = /(/?)
f o r / e J . Now, since the i?-synthesis holds for R(G),

jr\R(G) =
Therefore

J = J r\R(G)s

= P(J n

Thus the K-synthesis holds for S(G).

3.3. DEFINITION TWO Segal algebras (R(G), jj ||R) and (S(G, | ||s) are
to be comparable if there exists a constant k > 0 such that

or I Lgft
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Note that two Segal algebras with one containing the other are comparable.

3.4. THEOREM. Suppose R(G) and S(G) are two comparable Segal algebras.
If the R-synthesis holds for both of them, then the R-synthesis holds for the
Segal algebra RnS(G).

PROOF. Take a constant k > 0 such that | | R g fc || | | s , say. Let A be a
closed subalgebra of R n S(G) and let fe As O (R n S(G)). Pick a sequence (/„)
in A such that |J/n— / | | s -> 0 as n -» oo. Then, plainly, || /„— / R ~* 0 as n -> oo .
Consequently,

\\fn-f\\Rns->0 as n-* co

or feARnS = A. This asserts that A = As n(R OS(G)) for any closed sub-
algebra .4 of RC\S(G). The proof then follows from Theorem 2.11.

Together with Theorems 3.1 and 3.4, we have

3.5. COROLLARY. / / R(G) and S(G) are two comparable Segal algebras in
which the R-synthesis holds, then there is a 1-1 correspondence between the
family of all closed subalgebras of R(G) and that of S(G).

3.6. COROLLARY. The theory of the closed subalgebras of the Ap(G)-algebras,
1 :2 p :g 2, is independent of p •

In the final result of this section, we shall study the algebras whose Rudin
classes have bounded lengths. The result generalizes a result of Kahane (1965)
for I){T) and uses the same proof. As Kahane's proof has not been published
in detail, we give a full proof here.

3.7. THEOREM. Let S(T) be a Segal algebra containing C(T). Suppose A
is a closed subalgebra of S(T) which induces the Rudin classes (Ax). / / there
is a constant k>Q such that \n1 — n2\ <k whenever n 1 ) n 2 eA x for all X ^ 0,
then A is an R-subalgebra.

PROOF. Note that C(T) c S(T) implies there is a constant d > 0 with
I \\s ^ d\\ \\v_. Take the Fejer Kernel (/^X=i o n T ( s e e Katznelson (1968;
page 12)), and consider a function / in AS(T\ Since \\Kn*f-f\\s->0 (see
Katznelson (1968; page 15)), it suffices to prove that Kn *feP(A)s for sufficiently
large n.

(Kn*n(t) = £

JeP

where P = |J X#O{AX: Ax O [ - n , n ] # </>} and g = P n { ; : n < | j | g fe + n}.
ForyeA x O P , pick mx such that mkRj and |m x | ^ n . Then
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^ I 1 ~ Mi)/(m)i)g'"" = #(0 for geP(A).

We have

For e > 0 there exists Nt> k such that

Then take a positive integer N2 such that

For n ^ JVt + iV2, we get

jeP 1 + 1 | j | S N I 1 + 1 iVi§|j | Sn + fc

£ 6
< 8 + 4

and

Therefore
\\Kn*f-g\\s<s as n^Ni+Nt.

This completes the proof.
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